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Green issues and the presidency
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Frank Luntz, a veteran Republican pollster, said it
in bold, italic type. "The environment is probably
the single issue on which Republicans in general
— and President Bush in particular — are most
vulnerable," reads his March 2003 memo, later
leaked and now cited frequently by environmental
advocates.
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Action! Film festival shoots
through town
Boulder was a stage this weekend. In an alley
near 13th and Pearl Streets on Saturday
afternoon, 29-year-old Matt Scull was dressed in
black, playing the part of an archdemon. Around
the corner, a man wearing pantyhose over his
head was staging a mugging.

Associated Press
Democratic presidential
candidate Sen. John
Kerry speaks at a rally
at Union Depot in Pueblo
on Saturday.
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Tara Jon Manning doesn't go far without a knitting needle. She's knitted in
graduate school classrooms, meetings, coffee shops and bars, and even
caught a few looks when she pulled out her needle and ball of yarn at a
Colorado Rockies baseball game.
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ap headlines
50 Iraq soldiers apparent ambush victims
Bush, Kerry trade barbs over security
6 said killed in Fallujah target bombing
Powell presses N. Korea on weapons talks
Japan earthquakes kill 21, injure 2,000
Report on CIA action concerns senators
Israel Cabinet OKs settlers' compensation
U.S.-Russian crew safely back on Earth
P. Diddy takes voter drive to swing states
Bellhorn's homer gives Game 1 to Red Sox
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Buffs foiled by fumble
COLLEGE STATION, Texas — Football games, such
as the one played here Saturday on a warm, muggy
afternoon, deserve a title or a nickname — a few words
forever immortalizing them in the history books.

people are talking
Got something to say? Join
our forums.
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Buffs ready for hostile territory
COLLEGE STATION, Texas — Sooner or later this Texas A&M football team
is going to make some mistakes. The Colorado Buffaloes are praying today is
the day.
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Training center designed for personal
attention
BROOMFIELD — Working out with a personal trainer in
a customized program is now possible for boys and
girls involved in organized sports programs.
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New Google tool could be privacy risk
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He-men go hunting
John Kerry went hunting last week. Sporting a camouflage jacket and cap, he
marched into the hinterland of Ohio, 12-gauge shotgun slung over one arm,
and sent a goose to kingdom come.
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Funny Business
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Kelan David glances at the clock on his cell phone's
illuminated screen, then scans RedFish's back room.
Not too many people here yet, mostly fellow comics.
Thin crowds mean few laughs.

more
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Lifestyles

Peace, love and homicide
There are many ways to die — lipstick laced with
poison, a booby-trapped love letter, electrocution, an
ice pick to the chest. David Brigham is dedicated to
figuring out more and more obscure ways of bumping
people off.
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Action! Film festival shoots through town
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Crossroads
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Competitors allowed 24 hours to create a 7-minute 'Shoot
Out' movie

Broomfield

By Brittany Anas, Camera Staff Writer
October 24, 2004

Erie

Boulder was a stage this weekend.

Lafayette

In an alley near 13th and Pearl Streets on Saturday afternoon, 29-year-old
Matt Scull was dressed in black, playing the part of an archdemon. Around
the corner, a man wearing pantyhose over his head was staging a mugging.
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A look at meth and its
destructive effects on a local
couple. Read it.
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Advertisement

"The Shoot Out," a 24-hour filmaking festival that is
modeled after Australian events, hit the Pearl Street
Mall, Chautauqua Park and other popular landmarks
in the city. Boulder was the first American city to
hold the contest, in which films are made in a fast
and furious fashion, downplaying the role of
technology, organizers said.
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Filmmakers from 74 teams began bustling around
Boulder at 9:43 p.m. Friday. They had exactly one
day to produce a 7-minute movie, with strict
guidelines on where their scenes needed to be shot.
Varsity Pond on the University of Colorado's
campus, the clock tower at Eads Smoke shop on
28th Street and Canyon Boulevard and RedFish,
2027 13th St., were among some of the locations
filmsters could choose from.
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In Scull's movie, "Reapers," he played an
archdemon who collected souls from people as they
were dying. In the flick, he and Brian Watson, an
archangel, are like business partners. They are the
first to arrive at death scenes, bottling up souls they
collect in plastic tubes. They use cotton balls to
depict the souls, and at the end of their work day,
they send them to either heaven or hell in a
homemade vacuum chute.
"We had a basic structure and script for the film, but
we pretty much winged it," said Watson, as they
were shooting their last scene Saturday afternoon.
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At 9:43 p.m. Saturday, organizers stationed outside
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the Boulder County Courthouse on Pearl Street did
a countdown to turn tapes in.
One man quietly turned away after his movie was
literally a minute too late.

OPERATIONS /
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

***
Some teams slipped their projects in with just
minutes to spare. "Dude, we made it!" said Dino Tsaoysis, a 23-year-old film
student at the University of Colorado. "We literally just finished in time."

Click Here for
more

Tsaoysis and his team crafted a film about a girl "who played leapfrog with
death." She played chess, gin rummy and leapfrog with an actor who the
group said "personified death." In a final scene, the girl loses, and is pushed
into Boulder Creek, shivering as the group filmed.
A team of judges were set to select 10 finalists by today.
The top 10 films will be shown at 7 p.m. tonight at the Boulder Theater, 2032
14th St. Tickets cost $14.95. The team with the best film will receive a $5,500
video editing system.
Contact Camera Staff Writer Brittany Anas at (303) 473-1132 or
anasb@dailycamera.com.
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